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ABSTRACT
,,....._-.,--
Current design of high performance turbopumps for rocket engines requires effective and
robust analytical tools to provide design information in a productive manner. The main goal of
this study was to develop a robust and effective computational fluid dynamics (CFD) pump
model for general turbopump design and analysis applications. A finite difference Navier-Stokes
flow solver, FDNS, which includes an extended k-e turbulence model and appropriate moving
zonal interface boundary conditions, was developed to analyze turbulent flows in turbomachinery
devices. In the present study, three key components of the turbopump, the inducer, impeller,
and diffuser, were investigated by the proposed pump model, and the numerical results were
benchmarked by the experimental data provided by Rocketdyne. For the numerical calculation
of inducer flows with tip clearance, the turbulence model and grid spacing are very important.
Meanwhile, the development of the cross-stream secondary flow, generated by curved blade
passage and the flow through tip leakage, has a strong effect on the inducer flow. Hence, the
prediction of the inducer performance criticaily depends on whether the numerical scheme of the
pump model can simulate the secondary flow pattern accurately or not. The impeller and
diffuser, however, are dominated by pressure-driven flows such that the effects of turbulence
model and grid spacing (except near leading and trailing edges of blades) are less sensitive. The
present CFD pump model has been proved to be an efficient and robust analytical tool for pump
design due to its very compact numerical structure (requiring small memory), fast turnaround
computing time, and versatility for different geometries.
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In the past, the preliminary designs of pump components have relied on potential flow
analysis tools and empirical data. Due to the ever increasing performance requirements of
rocket engines, pump designs have been pushed beyond the envelop of past experience. A better
analytical tool is therefore called for to provide flow field assessment in the design process
before the full scale hardware is built and tested. The greatest challenge to the CFD pump
model development is to obtain computation efficiency for complex geometries, turbulence
effects, and large source terms generated by Coriolis and centrifugal forces. The complex
geometry of the turbopump components, such as inducer, impeller, diffuser, and volute, poses
a stringent requirement on numerical grid sizes and hence on the computing time. To provide
a good prediction of turbopump efficiency and detailed flow structure, a CFD pump model not
only needs to have an accurate numerical scheme which can simulate secondary flow patterns
induced by the curved blade passage, but also is required to account for the effect of rotation
and curvature on turbulence. Moreover, the presence of tip clearance leakage flows for the
unshrouded pump challenges the capability and the validity of the existing turbulence models.
Therefore, the capability of solving complex turbulent rotating flows efficiently is essential for
an effective CFD pump model.
A pump consortium team, which consists of government research centers, industries, and
universities, was organized by NASA/MSFC to establish data bases for code benchmarking, to
exchange ideas, and to improve and verify numerical models for the advanced turbopump
design. Tremendous effort has been made by members of the pump consortium to contribute,
both numerically and experimentally to this study. Under this contract, SECA has been involved
in the pump consortium activities and has conducted numerical studies of (1) a pump inducer
designed by Rocketdyne, (2) the SSME H'PFTP (High Pressure Fuel Turbopump) impeller, (3)
a consortium designed impeller, and (4) a consortium designed vaned diffuser based on the
proposed CFD pump model-- the FDNS code. The numerical results of these investigations are
detailed in this report. Through extensive investigation, a better understanding of flow
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characteristicsin the turbopump has been reached, and thus suggestions were made to modify
the pump design and to improve turbopump performance. Meanwhile, some recommendations
to improve the present CFD pump model were proposed, based on these numerical studies in
this report.
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2.0 NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY
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The framework of the proposed CFD pump model, FDNS, is a finite difference Navier-
Stokes flow solver _3, which employs a predictor plus multi-corrector pressure-based solution
method so that compressible and incompressible flow problems can be analyzed by using the
same method. High-order (second- or third-order) upwind or central difference schemes plus
adaptive second-order and fourth-order dissipation terms are used to approximate the convection
terms of the transport equations. Second-order central differencing schemes are used for the
viscous and source terms of the governing equations. A vectorized point iteration matrix solver
is currently employed to insure a stable and fast convergence rate. A multi-block, multi-zone
capability is incorporated into the FDNS code such that problems with complex geometries can
be analyzed efficiently. Furthermore, centrifugal and Coriolis forces are introduced into the
momentum equations as source terms, and are solved implicitly for the computation of rotating
machinery. An extended k-e turbulence model 4 with a modified near-wall boundary treatment
is utilized in the code as the base model for turbulent flow computations. The modified near-
wall treatment, in which the near-wall velocity profile is approximated with Liakopoulos' wall
damping function 5, enables the numerical calculation to be less sensitive to the near-wall grid
spacing. The employment of the current numerical scheme and turbulence model enables the
FDNS code to be an efficient and robust pump model.
2.1 GOVERNING EQUATIONS
_.lkl
w
The FDNS code is employed to solve a set of nonlinear and coupled transport equations
(Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations, and k-e turbulence transport equations) in
curvilinear coordinates.
as
The system of governing equations can be generalized and expressed
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where p and _ (= 1, u, v, w, k, and e) denote the fluid density and the flow primitive variables
for each governing equations. J, U_ and G u represent the Jacobian of the coordinate
transformation, volume-weighted contravariant velocities and diffusion metrics, respectively.
Centrifugal and Coriolis forces are included in the source terms S,, where the axis of rotation
is assumed to be in the x-axis direction. The source terms S, in the governing equations can be
written as
0
2
-p_ +V[/z(uj),] -._(/xVu)_
2
-py + V[/.te(Uj)y ] - ._(kteVU)y
2
-p_ + V[#_(uj)_] - -_(# Vu)_
p(P, -e)
C 3,oP_
0...__[CIp r _C2,g ] +
k k
+ Fy
+ F z
(2)
Fy (= 2wfl + yfP) and F_ (= -2vfl + zfl 2) are the forces in y- and z-axis directions,
respectively, where fl denotes the rotational speed of a zone. Since eddy viscosity concept is
employed in the proposed model, the effective viscosity/z_ is defined as #_ = (/.t + _,)/o,, where
# and/A are the fluid viscosity and turbulence eddy viscosity, o# denotes the modeling constant
for the governing equations,and its value is given in Table 1.
Table 1
Governing Equations
Momentum Equation
tr, Values of the Governing Equations
Laminar
1.0
k-equation (standard) --- 0.89
e-equation (standard) ---
Turbulent
1.0
1.15
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In the k-e model, the turbulence eddy viscosity/h is correlated as #t = pC,,ld/e, and C,,
= 0.09. In the present study, the extended k-e moder* were used as the baseline model, in
which the modeling constants are tuned to be C1 -- 1.15, C2 -- 1.92 and C3 -- 0.25. The
extended k-e model has shown the capability of providing good predictions for complex turbulent
flows such as mixing shear layers, and effects of curvature and separation 4,_. P, stands for the
turbulence kinetic energy production rate and is calculated in a full form, which can be
expressed as
! 1}_ 2 Ouk (3)
A modified wall function approach is employed to provide good near-wall approximation
which is less sensitive to the near-wall grid spacing. Unlike the conventional wall function
treatment, in which the non-dimensionalized quantities (y+ = pu,y/# and u + = u/u,) are not
well defined in regions with flow separation, the present approach adopts the profile of the non-
dimensionalized velocity u+ suggested by Liakopoulos s.
can be expressed as
(y" + 11 )4.o2 ]u" = In y.2( - 7.37y + 83.3 )0.79
The formulation for the wall function
+ 5.63 tan-t ( O. 12 y" - 0.441 ) - 3.81 (4)
This velocity profile provides a smooth transition between logarithmic law of the wall and linear
viscous sublayer variation. Based on the profile, the turbulent shear stress and near-wall
turbulence energy production rate can be calculated properly.
2.2 NUMERICAL SCHEMES
In the proposed model, finite difference approximations are employed to discretize the
transport equations on non-staggered grid systems. The FDNS code utilizes a second-order
time-centered or an implicit Euler time-marching scheme to solve the transient or steady state
flow problems. For the space discretization, upwind/central difference scheme plus adaptive
dissipation terms are adopted to model the convection term; while second-order central
5
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difference schemes are used for viscous and source terms. There are three types of upwind
difference schemes: first, second, and third order, coded in the FDNS. However, a first-order
upwind scheme is designated for the convection term of the transport equation of positive-
definite scalar quantities (e.g. turbulence quantities). The adaptive dissipation terms are
controlled by the flow field, and can be switched to either second order or third order. In this
approach, a fourth-order damping is activated in smooth flow regions, while a second-order
damping (becomes a first-order upwind scheme) is used near flow discontinuities such as flows
through shocks. Hence, the stability of this damping scheme improves the computation
convergence.
To demonstrate this methodology, the convection flux in the G-axis direction, in Eq. (1),
can be discretized as
- ( Fi÷lr / - Fi_lr _ ) - a d (di.ln - di_l/, 2 ) (5)
a_
In Eq. (5), the first term on the right hand side represents the baseline first-order upwind
difference scheme in which the second-order damping terms are added. That is
F_._,2= 0.5 [(/0U)i.l/2 + [pU[_.,,_]_ , +0.5[ (pU),.,,_- IpU [,.,a] _i., (6a)
F,_,_ = 0.5 [(pU),_,,_ + I,O 1,_,,_]6,_,+0.5 [(pU),_,,_-IpUI,_,,_]6, (6b)
The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (5) is the adaptive dissipation term, which
includes the fourth-order dissipation term (D) and the anti-damping term (A) which is employed
to achieve high-order upwind or central difference schemes. The presence of the adaptive
dissipation term is controlled by the shock monitoring parameter, otd, which is defined as
c% = max [ 0, 1 - 25 max ( c_i_l, c_i, %1 ) ]
Pi-I - 2Pi + Pi.l (7)
where oti =
Pi-: + 2Pi + Pi.l
6
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It can be easily seen that ad will have a value of zero whenever a very large pressure gradient
occurs, and thus the baseline first-order upwind difference scheme would be utilized. The
adaptive dissipation term is modeled as
di.l/2 --" 0.5 [ p U [i.lrl [ °tu Ai,lt2 + 0.25 Di,l/2 ] (8a)
where
di_la = 0.5 I pU l i-la [ a, Ai_lr _ + 0.25 Di_l/7 ]
Di+la = -[ _b_t_]i,lt2 = 2A_i+lr_ - A_i.3r/ - A_i-l/2
Di-lr/ = -[ _£_ ]i-1/2 = 2At_i-lt2 - A_i+l/2 - A_i-2/3
and A_i.lr 2 = _)i*l- _i; A_bi-lr_ = _i- ¢i-1; etc.
(8b)
(9)
In E.qs. (8), or, is a user-specified parameter to select a high-order upwind or a second-order
central difference scheme. The anti-damping term (A) can be in different forms such that it can
be combined with the baseline first-order upwind difference scheme to obtain high-order upwind
difference schemes or a second-order central difference scheme. For example, to simulate a
second-order upwind difference scheme, the anti-damping term will be formed as
-AC, i_la , if Ui.lr _ > 0 (10a)AI+Ia = -n$i+so , if Oi+l/2 < 0
AI-I/2
f
- A ¢'i-3a , if Ui_ta > 0
/ - A $i+lt2 , if Ui_in < 0
(lOb)
To approximate the third-order upwind difference scheme, the anti-damping term will be
expressed as:
7
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f__32 A _,÷aa - 1
= 'x 'i-la
__.32A_i.la 1 A
, if Ui.lt 2 > 0
, ifUi.ta<0
(I la)
J__3 2 1 A @i-3a , if U i ta > 0
-_3 2A¢i-1/2 - 3 -
Ai_lt 2 =
1
A_i_lt 2 3A$i.lt2 , if Oi_lr 2 < 0
(lib)
However, if the second-order central difference scheme is selected, then the anti-damping term
is formulated as
Ai.lr 2 ffi -A(_i,.lt 2 ; and Ai-lr_ = -z_4)i_1,7 (12)
A pressure based solution procedure is employed in the present flow solver. The
momentum equations and other necessary transport equations (e.g. turbulence transport
equations) are first solved in the predictor step, and then the pressure is updated in the correction
equation. The pressure-correction equation is constructed by combining a simplified momentum
equation and the continuity equation, which can be expressed as
+_ _P/ -'_i BDp_OP' = _ __0 (pui")
(13)
where p; = pn+_ _ p, is the pressure correction, R is the gas constant, and B is a pressure-
correction relaxation parameter. The superscripts n and n + 1 represent the current and the next
time levels, respectively. Dp is proportional to the magnitude of the matrix coefficients of the
momentum equations for a given grid point. An adaptive dissipation term, similar to that in the
momentum equations, is also added into the pressure-correction equation to reduce oscillations
of pressure near areas with large pressure gradients. After the solution of Eq. (13) is obtained,
the pressure field will be updated, and the velocity field is then modified based on
U( = U7 "! - Ui* -- -BDp opt (14)
8
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For the multi-corrector procedure, the above correction steps are repeated for few times to
ensure a divergence-free flow field at the end of each time-marching step.
2.3 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The proposed CFD model is equipped to treat various type of boundary conditions such
as inlet, outlet, symmetry (non-slip), periodic, freestream, singularity line, solid wall
(with/without transpiration), and zonal interface boundary conditions. In the present pump
model, the periodic boundary condition is treated explicitly, i.e. the circumferential velocity at
the periodic boundary is extrapolated from the interior points, calculated from the matrix solver
of the governing equations, due to the coupling effect of the two components of the
circumferential velocity in the Cartesian coordinates. It was found from the present study that
the explicit treatment may cause some oscillation in numerical convergence, and some possible
improvement will be stated later in this report. At the subsonic or incompressible inlet
boundaries, only pressure waves are extrapolated upstream. For exit boundaries, all variables
are extrapolated downstream in the first step. This is typical treatment for supersonic outlets.
Next, for subsonic or incompressible outlet boundaries, two options are provided: 1) to perform
exit velocity corrections based on the global mass conservation condition; and 2) to assign a
pressure profile at the exit boundary for a given outlet/inlet pressure ratio. In the present study,
the first method was used for all test cases.
9
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3.0 INDUCER FLOW STUDY
The first test case for the present CFD pump model was to benchmark an unshrouded
inducer of Rocketdyne with a design flow coefficient of 0.3 7. Key parameters of this test case
are summarized in Table 2. Water was used as the working medium. The inducer upstream
boundary conditions, such as boundary layer thickness and turbulence intensity level, are very
critical in the numerical calculation of this type of flow field, and were not well defined in the
test program. Hence, an axisymmetrical inducer inlet flow study was conducted by assuming
a fully developed turbulent pipe flow condition far upstream.
Table 2 Design Parameters of the Inducer Flow Study
Inlet Flow Coefficient 0.3
Number of Blades 6
Tip Diameter (inches) 6.0
Radial Tip Clearance (inches) 0.008
Design Flow (GPM) 2236
Design Rotating Speed (rpm) 2600
Inlet Hub Diameter (inches) 1.8
Averaged inlet Axial Velocity (ft/sec) 28.274
Reynolds Number (per inch) 1.917 x 105
3.1 INDUCER INLET FLOW
The rotating hub and bull-nose cavity geometry, located upstream of inducer blades, were
modeled in the computation to properly simulate inlet flow conditions to the inducer. A 191 x
81 mesh system was employed to describe the inlet upstream section. The numerical result for
10
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the inlet pipe. flow to the inducer is plotted as shown in Figure 1. Numerical solutions near the
exit of this analysis were then used as the inducer inlet flow boundary conditions. The inlet
boundary in the computational domain for the inducer calculation was located half way between
the leading edge of the inducer blade and the lip of the bull nose. The velocity and turbulence
kinetic energy profiles at the inlet plane were computed and plotted as shown in Figure 2.
3.2 INDUCER FLOW
A 71 x 41 x 35 mesh system was constructed to represent a blade-to-blade passage, which
is considered to be coarse for the rotating flow with tip clearance. A small tip clearance region
was included and was resolved by six grid points in radial direction. A periodic boundary
condition in the circumferential direction was imposed to avoid modeling the full geometry. The
numerical result obtained by the proposed CFD model is shown in Figure 3, in which flow
velocity vectors are plotted in the unwrapped view. The predicted result was also compared to
the experimental data which were measured at four different axial planes, and various radial
locations at each axial plane, as indicated in Figure 4. The comparison of calculated and
measured axial velocity profile at these four sections are shown in Figure 5. The results of this
study were also detailed in Ref. 3 and 8. The predicted velocity distributions show good
agreement with test data. However, discrepancies occurred in the data comparisons for
downstream sections, D and A, which were caused by inadequate representations of the inducer
tip leakage flow and of the wake flow downstream of the trailing edge. One of the discrepancies
is the shift in the wake locations which may be due to different angular clocking between the
CFD solution and the experimental measurements. This concern is due to the fact that there are
some uncertainties about the LDV measurement at the inducer trailing edge. Therefore, the test
data were found to be suitable for only a qualitative evaluation of numerical models. The
predicted magnitude of the wake can be further improved through grid refinement as indicated
by a fine grid solution performed by Rocketdyne 9. However, the tip leakage flow
representations may require better treatment of the turbulence model, and more grid points in
the tip clearance region. Fortunately, the overall inducer performance (e.g. head rise and
efficiency) was not greatly influenced by the tip leakage flow. This is usually true for inducers
11
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with thin bladesand small tip clearances.The averaged predicted inducer efficiency of 0.89
compares well with the data calculated value of 0.95.
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Figure I The Flowfield of the Inducer Upstream Pipe Flow Study (Axisymmetrici
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Figure 3 Velocity Vectors along the Inducer Passage
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Figure 4 Sketch of the Data Measurement Planes of the Inducer Flow Study
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4.0 CONSORTIUM IMPELLER FLOW STUDY
L-:
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The pump consortium designed a baseline impeller (shrouded) with the basic layout listed
as shown in Table 3, and utilized CFD analyses of the baseline impeller from the consortium
members to provide the guideline for design improvement. Several numerical studies were
conducted for the baseline impeller such as the effect of boundary conditions, and geometry
modifications, and some conclusions for design modification were then obtained. Based on the
recommendation, an advanced concept impeller was designed and tested by the pump
consortium.
Table 3 Configuration and Operating Conditions of the Consortium Impeller
Number of Full Blades/Partial Blades 6/6
Shaft Speed 6322 rpm
Exit Tip Diameter 9.045 inches
Inlet Hub Diameter 3.9 inches
Inlet Tip Diameter 6.0 inches
Mass Flow Rate 160.8 lb/sec
4.1 BASELINE IMPELLER
fj_w ¸
At the beginning of numerical analyses for the baseline impeller, the boundary conditions
at the hub and the shroud surfaces downstream of the impeller blades were not well defined due
to the presence of a downstream cavity. Hence, numerical computations of the baseline impeller
were performed to investigate the effect of various upstream and downstream hub/shroud
boundary conditions.
17
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Boundary_ Condition Effect
There were five test cases to examine the boundary condition effect, and they are listed
in Table 4, where the hub surface in the upstream section to the impeller blade has a rotating
wall boundary condition. A single zone, 103 x 23 x 30 mesh system as shown in Figure 6 was
employed for the baseline impeller in these analyses. Simulated inlet velocity profiles,
calculated based on a 1-D Euler solution of the upstream inducer flow, were utilized in these
analyses. The results from these numerical studies confirmed that the upstream and downstream
hub/shroud surface boundary conditions have prominent effects on the flow structure inside the
impeller passage. Especially the inlet shroud boundary condition greatly affects the inlet flow
velocities and flow angles entering the impeller blade passages. The inlet rotating wall boundary
condition introduced a larger flow angle entering the impeller passage such that the pressure
surface was more highly loaded and the flow separated more severely near the suction surface.
The flow reversal on the suction surface thus created a blockage effect near the shroud such that
the flow was push towards the hub and caused a more non-uniform impeller exit flow. Hence,
in case 3 the mass flow rate through the suction side was reduced, and caused a more non-
uniform flow split at the impeller exit. This can be easily seen from the flow split between the
suction and pressure sides at the exit of impeller full blades, which is summarized in Table 5.
The dominant effect of inlet shroud boundary condition also can be seen in Figures 7-8, the plots
of meridional velocity and relative flow angle along the hub and shroud surfaces, which clearly
shows there are two distinct trends for two different inlet shroud conditions (cases 1-2 vs. cases
3-5). The detailed flowfields of these numerical analyses were reported in Ref. 10, and some
of them were plotted as shown in Figures 9-12. However, the effect on the overall impeller
performance is minor as shown in Figure 13. The boundary conditions, including rotating wall
and fixed wall for upstream hub and shroud surfaces, respectively, and slip boundary for
downstream hub and shroud surfaces, were selected to be a better combination for the numerical
simulation of the consortium impeller. The numerical analyses of the consortium impeller herein
were conducted based on this set of boundary conditions.
18
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Table 4
Upstream
Shroud Surface
Baseline Impeller Upstream/downstream Hub/Shroud Boundary Conditions
Downstream Hub/Shroud Surfaces
Fixed Wall
Fixed Wall Rotating Wall Slip Surface
Case 1 N/A Case 2
Rotating Wall Case 3 Case 4 Case 5
Table 5 Exit Flow Split of the Consortium Baseline Impeller with Various Boundary Conditions
Suction/Pressure
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5
50.4/49.6 49/51 43.2/56.8 42.4/57.6 40.6/59.4
19
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The numerical analyses of the consortium baseline impeller indicated that the flow
separation near the shroud along the suction surface of the full blade caused the impeller exit
flow to be highly non-uniform. There were several concepts proposed to modify the geometry
and improve the impeller performance, such as TANDEM blade, increasing the length of partial
blades, changing the leading edge angle of partial blades, offset of the partial blade location,
changing the trailing edge blade lean angle, and etc. SECA was assigned to study the effect of
TANDEM blade on impeller performance. The concept of TANDEM blade is to cut a portion
of the full blade and clock it with a certain angle such that some flow can bleed through the gap
and energize the area with high-loss flow. There were two TANDEM blade cases examined in
this study, where the full blade was cut around 20% from the leading edge. The first case is
a 7.5 ° clocking opposite to the rotation direction, while the second case is a 22.5" clocking
opposite to the rotation direction which is the same as a 7.5 ° clocking in the rotation direction.
The numerical mesh systems for both TANDEM blade test cases were constructed to
have five grid zones. Zone #1 represents the upstream section, and consists a 15 x 33 x 22 grid
system for both cases. The downstream section is denoted as zone #5 and employs a 31 x 33
x 23 mesh system in both cases. Zones #2-#4 are designated for the blade passage. For the
7.5 ° clocking case, zones #2-#4 were discretized to have the 51 x 7 x 23, 51 x 17 x 23, and 51
x 11 x 23 grid points; whereas, a 51 x 13 x 23, a 51 x 17 x 23 and a 51 x 5 x 23 mesh system
were used to describe zones #2-#4 in the 22.5 ° clocking case. The layout of mesh system and
boundary conditions is demonstrated in Figure 14. The inlet flow conditions in the numerical
calculations were based on the circumferentially averaged laser measurements. The numerical
results of these two test cases indicated that the TANDEM blade concept did not improve the
impeller performance H. As indicated in Figures 15-17, the 7.5 ° and 22.5 ° clockings of tandem
blades not only distort the flow near leading edge, but also over-load the pressure side of
impeller blades. The flow split at the exit of impeller blades was highly non-uniform, and thus
the impeller efficiency was very low as shown in Figure 18. The numerical analysis of the 7.5 °
clocking case was shown to have a 56/44 percent flow split between suction and pressure sides
28
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of full blades, while it had a 60/40 percent flow split for the 22.5 ° clocking ease comparing to
a 48/52 percent flow split for the baseline case. However, due to the grid skewness and
coarseness, the result can only provide the qualitative trend, not a quantitative assessment.
Meanwhile, 7.5 ° clocking of the TANDEM blade in both directions is probably too large such
that the flow is perturbed too far away from the design condition.
Although the TANDEM blade concept did not show the improvement to the baseline
impeller, some modification concepts were shown to improve the impeller flow split and
performance. The key observations from the parametric studies which could implement the
consortium baseline impeller were: 1) the change of lean angle at the blade trailing edge can
reduce the blade-to-blade distortion, 2) the variation of discharge blade angle can improve
impeller performance, 3) the offset of partial blade location can help the uniformity of exit flow
splits, and 4) the increase of impeller axial length and the reduction of impeller exit cavity width
can improve the overall efficiency. An advanced concept impeller was then designed based on
the conclusion of consortium baseline impeller studies.
4.2 ADVANCED CONCEPT IMPELLER
The major changes from the baseline impeller to the advanced concept impeller were
detailed in Ref. 12, and can be briefly identified as: 1) impeller axial length is increased from
1.8' to 2.32', 2) exit cavity width is reduced from 0.716' to 0.575', 3) impeller discharge angle
is increased from 38 ° and 38 ° (for tip and hub), to 60 ° and 74 °, 4) total wrap angle is reduced
from 83 ° and 105 ° (for tip and hub) to 62 ° and 58 °, 5) discharge blade lean angle is changed
from 16 ° to -29 °, and 6) partial blade leading edge offset 5 ° towards full blade pressure side.
The numerical results show that both the head coefficient and the efficiency of the impeller are
improved by the new design, which is consistent with the conclusion from previous parametric
studies. However, the calculated flow split of the present impeller was quite non-uniform; 59%
of the mass flow rate passes through the suction side of the full blade and 41% through the
suction side. The numerical analysis of the baseline impeller revealed a 48/52 percent split
between the pressure and the suction sides. It was suspected that 5 ° offset of the partial blade
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could be too much and reversed the trend of the flow split. This case was then denoted as
Acd. #1 impeller. Meanwhile, the backflow near the impeller leading edge occurred in baseline
impeller was not eliminated by the advanced design.
A second advanced concept impeller (Acd. #2) was designed by removing the 5 ° offset
of the partial blade from the Acd. #1 impeller. The numerical result indicated that both the head
coefficient and the efficiency of the second impeller were very close to those of the Acd. #1
impeller, while the flow split of the Acd.//2 impeller was more uniform (55/45 for
suction/pressure side). Meanwhile, the unacceptable bacldlow near impeller leading edge was
still present in the Acd. #2 impeller. Hence, the pump consortium furnished the third (Acd. #3)
and fourth (Acd. #4) designs of the advanced concept impeller. The configuration of Acd. #3
impeller is identical to that of Acd. #2, except the total wrap angle was increased and the leading
edge lean was added; while the Acd. #4 impeller is similar to the Acd. #3 impeller with a
slightly higher hub-to-shroud angle variation at the trailing edge. The performance of both the
Acd. #3 and Acd. #4 impellers were computed to be very good and almost identical, and were
close to the Acd. #2 impeller; however, the flow separation near the leading edge of impeller
of the third and fourth designs is much smaller than that of the Acd. //2 impeller.
The fifth advanced concept impeller configuration (Acd.//5) was also issued by the pump
consortium. The Acd. #5 impeller is the same as the Acd.//4 impeller with the exception of a
2.5 ° offset of the partial blade towards the pressure side of full blades. The Acd. #5 impeller
was analyzed with two mesh systems, one is constructed by Rocketdyne (Acd. #5-1), and the
other is a modification of the first one by stretching the grid towards the wall (Acd. Final). The
stretched grid system provides better convergence rate and more uniform flow field than the
uniform one. This is consistent with a great variety of numerical studies of turbulent flows, and
is because the k-e turbulence model is sensitive to the near-wall grid spacing. The numerical
results of both cases demonstrated that the Acd. #5 impeller has better performance with respect
to more uniform flow split, lower flow distortion, and higher head coefficient than the previous
four impeller designs. The numerical analyses of all pump consortium impellers are summarized
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as shownin Table 6. The comparison of efficiency and head coefficient for all numerical
analyses of consortium impellers are demonstrated in Figure 19.
Table 6 Performance Summary of the Pump Consortium Impeller Study
Flow Split
(Suction/Pressure)
Blade-to-Blade
Distortion
Hub-to-Shroud
Distortion
Efficiency
Baseline 48/52 0.095 2.387 96.4
58.6/41.4 0.1024 3.497 96.5
54.1/45.9 0.0819 4.799 97.3
57.4/42.6 0.0627 7.632 97.5
56.1/43.9 0.0592 6.08 97.8
48.5/51.5 0.0571 6.18 98.7
51/49 0.0579 7.1 98
Acd. #1
Acd. #2
Acd. #3
Acd. #4
Acd. #5-1
Acd. Final
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Another test case to benchmark the proposed CFD pump model is the SSME I-IPFTP
impeller z3. The geometry of this impeller is very complicated because there are six full blades
along with six long partial blades and twelve short partial blades. The SSME impeller is a
shrouded impeller, and its test conditions are listed in Table 7. A periodic boundary condition
in the circumferential direction was used such that the computational domain consisted of only
one full blade, one long splitter blade and two short splitter blades (i.e. within 60" angle in the
cross section). A downstream cavity region at the exit of the impeller blades was modeled in
the present investigation to include the effect of the vaneless space downstream of the impeller.
In the present study, the original grid mesh was generated by Rocketdyne, and then a
modification was made to include the downstream cavity geometry and to cut down the grid size
in the hub-to-shroud direction.
Table 7 Configuration and Test Conditions of the SSME HPFTP Impeller
= .
z ¸
B
m
Full Blades/Long Splitters/Short Splitters 6/6/12
Working Medium Water (70 °F)
Shaft Speed (rpm) 6322
Exit Tip Diameter 11 inches
Inlet Hub Diameter 3.95 inches
Inlet Tip Diameter 6.349 inches
Reference Velocity 303.4 ft/sec
Reference Reynolds Number 2.263 x 107
Diffuser/Impeller Diameter Ratio 1.136
m
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The final mesh system used in this study consisted seven zones; Zone #1:12 x 13 x 67
for the upstream region from the impeller blades, Zone #2:48 x 13 x 16 for the flow passage
between the suction surface of the full blade and the pressure surface of the short splitter, Zone
#3:48 x 13 x 16 for the flow passage between the suction surface of the short splitter and the
pressure surface of the long splitter, Zone #4:48 x 13 x 22 for the flow domain between the
suction surface of the long splitter and the pressure surface of the short splitter, Zone #5:48 x
13 x 16 for the flow domain between the suction surface of the short splitter and the pressure
surface of the full blade, Zone #6:8 x 21 x 67 for the downstream cavity region at the exit of
impeller blades, and Zone #7:23 x 13 x 67 for the downstream extension region. The mesh
system in this study is considered to be very coarse due to the presence of many blade surfaces
and an exit cavity. The layout of the grid system and the boundary conditions are shown in
Figures 20-21. The computed flow field near the hub, the mid-plane, and the shroud surfaces
are plotted in the unwrapped view and is shown in Figure 22. Also, in Figure 23, the flow field
near various blade surfaces are plotted. The relative velocity vectors at the exit of impeller
blades, as indicated in Figure 24, reveals that more flow tends to exit from the passage near
the pressure side of the full blade than that near the suction side of the full blade. The present
pump model predicts the flow splits as 31% for the passages of full blade pressure side to short
splitter suction side, 26 % for that of short splitter pressure side to long splitter suction side, 24 %
for that of long splitter pressure side to short splitter suction side, and 19% for that of short
splitter pressure side to full blade suction, respectively. As shown in Figure 23, a flow
separation occurs near the shroud of the full blade suction side, which blocks the flow from
passing through the suction side. The is very common in turbopump impeller design, where the
full blade is highly loaded, and thus the flow tends to separate on the suction surface. In the
advanced impeller design, there are several methodologies to improve such deficiencies, such
as using tandem blades, incorporating blade lean, changing partial blade locations, varying the
chordwise blade angle distribution to control the high loading location on the full blade, etc.
However, the test data show slightly more uniform flow splits at the exit of impeller blades but
the trend is as predicted by the numerical analysis. The discrepancy between the numerical
prediction and the measurement of flow splits could be caused by the grid coarseness around the
leading edge of blades. The actual testing blade has a blunt leading edge, but the numerical mesh
39
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Figure 20 The Mesh System for the SSME HPFTP Impeller Flow Study
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(c) Near the Shroud
Figure 22 Velocity Vectors at Various Blade-to-Blade Surfaces of the SSME HPFTP Impeller
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Figure 24 Velocity Vectors at the Exit of SSME I-IPFTP Impeller
system, generated by Rocketdyne ' described the nose region as a knife edge. The wedge-like
leading edge actually forces the flow to turn harder at the nose region, and causes a larger flow
separation, hence a larger blocking effect near the suction surface.
In the experimental test conducted by Rocketdyne 14, LDV measurements were taken at
three radial planes in the impeller discharge cavity. The location of data points at a given
circumferential section is illustrated as shown in Figure 25, in which B2 represents the width
between shroud and hub at the impeller blade exit. In this report, the data comparison is made
only within the B2 width, because flows were allowed to bleed to the impeller inlet in the actual
hardware, as shown in Figure 25. However, in the numerical analysis, a no slip boundary
condition for the cavity surface at the impeller discharge was imposed, as indicated in Figure 21.
A better treatment of boundary conditions in the discharge cavity region can improve the
prediction of the strength of the downstream recirculating flows, and thus will lead to better data
comparison. The comparisons between numerical calculations and experimental measurements
are performed for both absolute radial (C,,) and absolute tangential (C_) velocities at plane #1
(r/D_ = 0.5064), plane #2 (r/Dt¢ = 0.5183), and plane//3 (r/Dr, = 0.5303), and are shown
in Figures 26-28, respectively. Both radial and tangential velocities are non--dimensionalized by
the impeller tip velocity (Ut¢). In Figures 26-28, at each %B2 planes the angular location varies
from -70 ° to -10 °, which corresponds to the range from the suction side of full blade to the
pressure side of full blade, respectively. In Figure 26, the impeller discharge wakes can be
clearly observed from the experimental data; however, the numerical analysis predicts less
distinct wake profiles, where the trough in radial velocities is due to the blade trailing edge. The
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disagreement could be attributed to the sharp trailing edge configuration described by numerical
meshes, where in the actual hardware impeller blades have some thickness. The difference of
trailing edge geometries provides a faster flow mixing in the numerical calculation than that in
the experimental test. Since plane #1 is very close to the impeller discharge, the effect of
trailing edge is severe, and thus the discrepancy between numerical calculations and measured
data is relatively large. Nevertheless, in the plane #1 the general flow features, such as vortices
in the cavity and larger radial velocities near pressure surfaces, are predicted by the numerical
simulation. As flows go further downstream, e.g. plane #3, the agreement between numerical
predictions and test data is greatly improved due to the decay of wake effect, which can be seen
in Figure 28. Although the present model slightly underestimates the wake defect, the
magnitudes of both absolute radial and tangential velocities are well predicted. Also note that
the discrepancy between numerical and experimental results is getting larger towards the hub and
shroud walls, which is due to the inaccuracy in computing the vortices in the cavity region.
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CONSORTIUM BASELINE VANED DIFFUSER FLOW STUDY
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The pump consortium baseline vaned diffuser, designed to redirect the flow coming out
of an impeller into a volute, consists of 13 vane islands in the circumferential direction. Since
the diffuser exit flow will enter the volute, it is very difficult to define a set of proper
downstream boundary conditions for the numerical simulation of the vaned diffuser alone without
the volute. One way to solve this problem is to simulate impeller/volute interaction, but the
required memory of this type of numerical analysis will be so large that it is too costly for the
preliminary design. Hence, the effects of various downstream boundary conditions on the
diffuser performance were investigated such that a better combination can be found for the
numerical simulation of a diffuser without a downstream volute. The geometry of the cavity
(hub-to-shroud) between the impeller exit and the diffuser was not defined, thus two different
upstream boundary conditions without resolving the cavity were examined. There were seven
cases examined for various upstream/downstream conditions in this study, and the boundary
conditions for each case are listed in Table 8. The case #7 had identical boundary conditions
as those of case #3, except the inlet turbulent kinetic energy was increased with a factor of ten.
Table 8 Numerical Analyses of Consortium Vaned Diffuser with Various Boundary Conditions
Case #1
Case #2
Case #3
Case #4
Case #5
Case #6
Case #7
Upstream Hub and
Shroud B.C.
Fixed Wall
!
Fixed Wall
Fixed Wall
Fixed Wall
Slip
Slip
Fixed Wall
Downstream Hub
and Shroud B.C.
Fixed Wall
Downstream Vane-
to-Vane B.C.
Fixed Wall
Slip Slip
Fixed Wall Periodic
Slip Periodic
Fixed Wall Periodic
Slip Periodic
Fixed Wall Periodic
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The mesh system for the consortium baseline vaned diffuser was constructed to have
three grid zones. Zone #1 consists of a 15 x 19 x 19 grid system and represents the gap
between impeller discharge and the leading edge of diffuser vane. A 71 x 19 x 19 grid system
was used for the flow passage between diffuser vanes and is denoted as zone//2. The third zone
employs either 97 x 19 x 19 (for cases #1 and #2) or 97 x 39 x 39 (for cases #3-#7) grid points
to descritize the downstream section of the vaned diffuser. The specification of grid system and
boundary conditions for the consortium baseline vaned diffuser is plotted as shown in Figure 29
(hub-to-shroud), and in Figure 30 (vane-to-vane). The inlet flow conditions were simplified to
be uniform for both the magnitude and the angle.
_m
All numerical analyses of the vaned diffuser were conducted based on uniform inlet flow
velocity (tangential component = 220 ft/sec) and flow angle (6.35°). The numerical results of
the consortium baseline vaned diffuser indicated the flow separated within the diffuser vane
passage near leeward (suction) surface, as can be seen in Figures 31-37. It is obvious that
various boundary conditions affected the flow structure within the diffuser passage. The
downstream boundary condition in the circumferential (vane-to-vane) direction seems to have
a stronger effect on the diffuser flow than other boundary conditions. As can be seen from
Figures 31-37, the periodic downstream boundary condition in the circumferential direction
allows the diffuser exit flow to move in the circumferential direction, and thus the flow
separation within the diffuser passage is reduced comparing to the fixed-wall or slip boundary
conditions. In addition, the calculated diffuser exit flow with the periodic downstream boundary
condition essentially followed the circumferential direction which is better for a downstream
volute. However, the numerical results of all cases revealed that the flow tends to separate near
the hub and shroud surfaces towards the leeward side. The primary reason for the flow
separation near the suction side is that the vaned diffuser was designed based on 10" flow angle
into the diffuser passage; while the present pump model predicted about 8 ° flow angle entering
the vaned diffuser for various cases, which can be see in Figures 38-39. Based on the design
condition, the diffusing angle (in the hub-to-shroud direction) on the leeward (suction) side is
larger than that on the windward (pressure) side because the diffuser height on the leeward side
expands later (pass the 'throat') at the designed flow angle.
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Figure 32 Velocity Vectors of the Consortium Vaned Diffuser Test Case #2
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The upstream boundary condition was shown to have an effect on the boundary layer
thickness of the flow (and so the flow angle) entering the diffuser, and thus influenced the flow
separation in the diffuser passage. As can be seen in Fig. 38, the upstream slip hub/shroud
boundary condition (cases #5 & #6) generated a much thinner boundary layer and so a smaller
flow angle into the diffuser passage than that with the fixed hub/shroud wall boundary condition
(cases #3 & #4). Consequently, a larger flow separation was calculated in eases #5 & #6.
According to this observation, another test case (#7) with a larger inlet turbulent kinetic energy
was simulated. The result as shown in Figure 39 indicates that larger inlet turbulence intensity
created a larger shear stress and retarded the tangential velocity more such that the flow angle
into the diffuser passage was increased. However, the change was insignificant, and it is
because the increase of turbulent kinetic energy with a factor of ten only contributes three times
amplification of the eddy viscosity. A test case with larger inlet turbulence length scale may
provide more insight into the effect of inlet turbulence conditions. The diffuser performance for
various boundary conditions is plotted as shown in Figure 40. It is obvious that the case with
smaller flow separations has higher static pressure rise and smaller total pressure loss.
Conversely, higher inlet turbulence intensity results in lower static pressure rise and larger total
pressure loss. However, the differences are so small that the diffuser performance can be
concluded to be insensitive to the boundary conditions. The averaged static pressure ratio and
total pressure loss between the diffuser exit plane and the impeller exit plane for the consortium
baseline vaned diffuser with various boundary conditions are also listed in Table 9. It can be
seen that the total pressure loss through the vaned diffuser is small for all cases.
Table 9
Static pressure rise
The Calculated Diffuser Performance of the Consortium Baseline Vaned Diffuser
case #1 case #2 case #3 case #4 case #5 case #6 case #7
31.6% 33.3% 32.4% 32.5% 30% 30% 30.1%
Total pressure loss 13.5% 12.5% 11.2% 11.2% 13.3% 13.3% 13.6%
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
z
An effective and robust CFD pump model was developed, based on the FDNS flow
solver, as an analytical tool for the pump design. Numerical simulations using the present CFD
pump model have been benchmarked with the experiments from Rocketdyne for the pump
inducer and SSME HPFTP impeller flows. The CFD pump model also has been used to analyze
the consortium impeller and diffuser, and the results used to provide recommendations for
improved design. The FDNS flow solver has been proved to be an efficient CFD pump model
due to its very compact numerical structure (requiring small memory) and fast turnaround
computing time. In spite of minor deficiencies caused by the grid meshes and by the numerical
techniques, the present model is useful as a pump design tool.
For the inducer test case, the numerical calculation predicts general flow features and
provides good agreement with the test data except at the downstream region. The inaccuracy
of predicting the downstream wake can be improved by using a very tight grid system in the tip
clearance region and downstream of the inducer blade trailing edge. In addition, the turbulence
model can be improved in order to accurately predict tip leakage flows of the unshrouded
inducer.
The numerical simulations of the consortium impeller demonstrated the advantages of
effectively using CFD analyses in the design process. Several parametric studies on various
geometric features, which included TANDEM blade concept, impeller exit blade lean, the chord
length of the partial blade, and the circumferential location of the partial blade leading edge,
were conducted by the pump consortium members. The results of the TANDEM blade study
were included in this report. An advanced concept design impeller was designed based on the
results concluded from the parametric study. The numerical results indicated that the
performance of the advanced concept impeller was greatly increased comparing to the baseline
impeller. Hence, the present CFD pump model was proved to be an efficient analytical tool for
pump design.
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For the SSME HPFTP impeller test ease, the present pump model qualitatively predicts
the characteristics of impeller discharge flows. A more uniform flow split at the exit of impeller
blades can be predicted if a grid refinement is made to resolve the bluntness of the blade leading
edge. Nevertheless, the accuracy in predicting the impeller discharge flow into the diffuser,
which is roughly located between test plane #2 and plane #3, is most critical in the impeller
design. The numerical simulation shows good agreement with the test data at plane #3. To
improve the detailed flow comparison near the impeller exit, several modifications can be made
to the numerical analysis, such as 1) more grid points for the impeller discharge cavity, 2)
inclusion of the trailing edge thickness of impeller blades, and 3) proper boundary conditions
for cavity surfaces at the impeller discharge. Furthermore, it was found through the validation
process of the proposed CFD pump model, the current non-staggered grid technique has a minor
problem of slow convergence rate near the converging stage in computing the impeller flow.
This may be due to the fact that the non-staggered grid scheme lacks numerical cross-stream
damping which is criticaI in the pressure-driven impeller flow. Historically, during the FDNS
developing process, a staggered grid methodology was employed and tested, such a grid can
maintain a relatively small convergence oscillation in a flowfield with large cross-stream
gradients. Hence, a staggered grid approach may be considered in simulating the impeller flow,
even though such a scheme is known to produce more artificial damping.
Another minor deficiency of the present pump model is that the periodic boundary
condition is treated explicitly, i.e. the periodic boundary is not linked to the flowfield in the
matrix solver for the governing equations. This is caused by the numerical framework of the
present model, where the velocity components in the Cartesian coordinates are solved
sequentially (explicitly). This deficiency prevents the present model from simulating an unsteady
pump problem with periodic boundary conditions, and might slow down the convergence rate.
There are two ways to implement an implicit periodic boundary condition in the present pump
model. The first one is to modify the present pump model to solve the governing equations for
those two velocity vectors in the periodic direction simultaneously such that the matrix
coefficients of those two velocity components can be linked in the whole computational domain;
however, the required computer memory will be increased. The second way is to modify the
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present pump model to solve the velocity components in the cylindrical coordinates. It is also
concluded from the present study that though the turbulence model used in the present pump
model is not very sensitive to the near-wall grid spacing, a convergence oscillation might occur
if the spacing is too large.
The numerical results of vaned diffuser study revealed that the diffuser performance is
very insensitive to the boundary conditions because it is a pressure-driven flow. However, the
effect of boundary conditions is critical in simulating detailed flow structure such as the location
and the size of flow separation and diffuser exit flow angle.
w
Despite some deficiency of the present pump model, the turn-around time is short and
the required computer memory is small such that the present pump model is a very good analysis
tool in the design process. This can be seen from the result of pump consortium impeller flow
analysis, and its impact on the impeller design.
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